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Moeem Barcelona 

"Premier Gay Bar"

Moeem in Barcelona is one of the city's premier gay bars and is where a

large chunk of the city's LGBT community comes to socialize and have a

good time. The bar's interiors are vibrant and colorful adding that extra bit

of visual positivity to your experience. The bar is manned by a team of

skillful mixologists who blend some truly amazing concoctions to match

your taste. The music played here is pop, R&B, and house.

 +34 931 27 5399  www.moeembarcelona.co

m/

 moeem@moeembarcelona.

com

 Carrer de Muntaner 11,

Barcelona
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Punto BCN 

"Have A Gay Ol' Time!"

This two-story bar is popular among men of all ages, (women are always

welcome as well) who can be found here in the evening happily gulping

down their drinks. While the lower level features a regular bar and no

dining area, the upper level has tables where you hang out with your

friends. During the evening, the music played here tends to bit soothing

and mystical. However after ten in the night it becomes more peppy.

Visiting this place on Wednesdays is a good idea, since you can avail of

the happy hour where a large variety of snacks are on the platter.

Occasionally, free passes to Arena are also handed out, since that

establishment has the same owners as this place.

 +34 93 453 6123  grupoarena.com/  Carrer de Muntaner 63, Barcelona
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Night Barcelona 

"Popular LGBT Bars"

The Night Barcelona is one of the city's most popular LGBT bars which

offers a comprehensive nightlife experience to their guests. The decor is

divey yet lively, featuring an array of attractive furnishings and

comfortable seating options. The bar is manned by a team of friendly and

skillful bartenders who would be more than happy to serve you with a

drink of your choice. The Men's Nights are one of their biggest attractions.

 +34 935 03 1701  www.nightbarcelona.net/  info@nightbarcelona.net  Calle Diputacion 161,

Barcelona
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El Cangrejo 

"Liza's Greeted Cabaret"

Located in the heart of China town, this place is remembered by locals

above 40-50 years of age as the mystic cabaret. Well known actors like

Liza Minelli and the like have been entertained here. This gay-friendly bar

serves great quick bites to accompany with the unique cocktails. For a

night full of entertainment and fun, this place is a must-visit! Call ahead for

more information.
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 +34 93 301 2978  Carrer de Montserrat 9, Barcelona
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